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The galaxy needs you! Transport yourself into a retro-inspired, VR space-fight adventure! Space Bit Attack lets you be the hero
as a gunner pilot saving the galaxy from an 5d3b920ae0
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space bit attack

Quite enjoyed this game, visuals are nice and crisp, controls are tight and make nice use of Vive motion tracking.. Great go to
game for a quick blast in VR. Graphics good. It's like space invaders but looking from the bottom in 3D. Works fine on DK2.
Very little money for an enjoyable game.. While a fun idea, with great graphics and an excellent opening scene, the poor Vive
controls make this a game I can't recommend: Pros: Graphics look great. Opening scene is clever and fun. Sounds are good.
Basically a 3D Space Invadors remake. Cons: Look-to-move makes moving uncomfortable. One gun each hand makes aiming
something you have to think about. Guns fire very slowly. You spend the game thinking about how to move and shoot, not
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actually doing it. Devs: I'd recommend changing one vive-wand a piloting joystick, one for guns, and leave the head to freely
look around.. Quite enjoyed this game, visuals are nice and crisp, controls are tight and make nice use of Vive motion tracking..
Nice little Space Invaders like VR game. Takes a little while to get used to the control scheme but once you got it down it can be
fun if you like these kinds of games. It is well worth $.99 and this is not really my kind of game. ;-) . I say buy it on sale..
Unfortunately, this game is just too boring and repetitive to keep playing. It's an awkward VR version of Space Invaders. I really
liked the idea of this game, but the execution was poor. I can see why it was priced at 99 cents.. Quite a sweet little game for the
price. I reviewed it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SsTppJgVzQ. Positives It's cheap It has a great theme and stays
true to it's source material No VR sickness, the movement and camera, make this a very comfortable game Negatives It's wayyy
too slow Much like the original Space Invaders or Galaga, the beginning stages are boring for wayyy too long.
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